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Introduction to nuclear data

• Fields of use.
• How are they used?
• Where do I find nuclear data?



Measurements and experiments

• Reaction data (emphasis)
• Transmission
• Capture
• Fission
• Scattering

• Structure and decay data
• Half life
• Emission probabilities

• Uncertainty in measurements
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• Guide to the expression of uncertainty



Modeling and evaluation

• Nuclear reaction modeling
• Hauser-Feshbach-Moldauer
• R-matrix

• The JEFF-3.3 evaluation



Nuclear research
European Commission, JRC Geel



The Treaty of Rome

• Treaty establishing The 
European Atomic Energy 
Community (EURATOM)

25 March 1957

• Consolidated version 
26 October 2012,
Official Journal of the 
European Union C 327/01
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Joint Research Centre
The European Commission's in-house scientific service



Directorate G – Nuclear Safety and Security 

Vision
The JRC EURATOM Research, Development and 
Training programme will enhance the interface 
between science, policy and society while 
keeping the highest standards of its scientific 
output.

Societal challenges
• Protecting Society 
• Fostering Sustainability and Decarbonisation 
• Promoting Reversibility: back to the green 

field 
• Strengthening Global Partnership 
• Broadening Knowledge and Competence



EURATOM Treaty (Art.8 and Annex V)

JRC "shall include a
central bureau for nuclear measurements
specialising in 

- nuclear measurements for isotope analysis 
- and absolute measurements of radiation 
- and neutron absorption". 

A solid basis for contemporary engagements with
the institutions, member states & international partners.

Unit G.2
Standards for nuclear safety, security and safeguards



What do we work for?

• Nuclear science and technology applications to interests of a modern society 
o Main concerns: Nuclear safety and security & Climate change
o Examples of spin offs: Medical applications & Cultural heritage

• A bright, safe, secure and healthy Europe – citizen well-being

• Working for and with Member States, Directorates General, partners – co-design

• An open, accountable, innovative & modern JRC
o JRC Open Access to Research Infrastructure
o Education and Training
o Standardization
o Exploratory Research
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MONNET GELINA

G.2 is a major European provider of nuclear data 
and standards for nuclear energy applications

For and with

Member States,

OECD-NEA
IAEA

International 
partners



GELINA and MONNET accelerator laboratories

Nuclear science applications

• Nuclear data research
• Non-destructive analysis
• Neutron and photon 

transport
• Detector characterisation
• Dosimetry
• Material science
• Medical applications
• Basic physics (fission, 

astrophysics, …)

• Cross-cutting disciplines



Challenge: Climate Change - carbon free energy
Nuclear energy can be an important component in the mix

Challenges for nuclear energy

• Cost of construction
• Perception of risk & public opinion

Legacy of major accidents, 
Fukushima and Chernobyl, and the
shadow they project over the future.

• Communication in a difficult era

2016 CO2 CO2-free Nuclear Bio+waste
world 81% 19% 5% 10%
EU 28 72% 28% 14% 10%

Belgium 71% 29% 20% 7%
France 47% 53% 42% 7%

Germany 79% 21% 7% 10%
Sweden 29% 71% 33% 25%

Countries with a high percentage CO2-free 
energy use (nuclear) electricity for heating. 
Still a lot to do for CO2-free transport.
Data International Energy Agency, Total primary energy supply



Challenge: Climate Change - carbon free energy
Nuclear energy can be an important component in the mix

CO2 reduction
• 2020-target -20%
• 2030-target -40%

Public IEA data

region 1990 2016 2016/1990 reduction 2017 2017
Mt CO2 Mt CO2 population Mt/Mh

world 20518 32316 1.6 -58% 7.7E+09 4.2
EU28 4027 3192 0.79 21% 5.1E+08 6.2
Sweden 52 38 0.73 27% 1.0E+07 3.8
France 346 293 0.85 15% 6.7E+07 4.4
Switzerland 41 38 0.93 7% 8.5E+06 4.5
United Kingdom 549 371 0.68 32% 6.6E+07 5.6
Belgium 106 92 0.87 13% 1.1E+07 8.1
Germany 940 731 0.78 22% 8.3E+07 8.9
Netherlands 148 157 1.1 -6% 1.7E+07 9.2
United States 4803 4833 1.0 -1% 3.3E+08 14.8
China 2122 9102 4.3 -329% 1.4E+09 6.6



Introduction to nuclear data

• Fields of use.
• How are they used?
• Where do I find nuclear data?



Nuclear data and applications
JEFF project: Towards a general-purpose library

Applications: fission and fusion, radiation protection, nuclear medicine, (nuclear) security, object and 
materials analysis

Science: reactions and structure of nuclei, astrophysics, basic physics



Nuclear data and modeling

• Source terms
How well can we calculate neutron fields, reaction 
rates, nuclide inventories, radioactivity, dose rates, 
decay heat, …?
What is the penalty for inaccuracy?
• Safety margins
Reactivity, power distribution, reactivity coefficients, 
burnup/time to refuel, enrichment, shielding, spent 
fuel storage, …
• Planning and interpretation
Limits to learning from expensive integral experiments 
(cost reduction in development)

Boltzmann and Bateman equations: Neutron transport and reactions and inventory evolution.

Others: photon transport, heating, charged particle induced reactions at accelerators, radioactivity, nuclear structure and decay



Nuclear data in modeling

• Cross sections
• Total cross section
• Scattering & reaction cross sections
• Fission, capture, (n,xn), (n,xp), (n,xa), …
• (double) differential cross sections

• Neutron-induced (reactors, fuel cycle)
• Photon induced (reactors & accelerators)
• Charged-particle induced (accelerators)

• Parameters characterizing reactions
• Yields: neutron, photons, fission fragments, ...
• Resonance parameters: energy, widths, …



Nuclear data in modeling

• Structure and Decay data
• Level structure of a nucleus
• Half life of the levels (including ground state)
• Type of decay for each level
• Branching ratios
• Emission probabilities
• Emission spectra
• Conversion factors



Modeling for cost reduction

• Reliable predictions with credible uncertainty margins.
• We are a far cry from that in the nuclear field
• Lots of expert judgement and ad-hoc methods and codes.
• Lots of tests needed for innovative ideas.
• Knowledge management through data libraries, codes and procedures can make 

major steps forward with modern software technology
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Alexey Stankovskiy MYRRHA Keff uncertainty and data 
priorities

:
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238U (n,n)
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Others
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∆keff/keff, %

Total  0.945 % ~1000 pcm

Target accuracy satisfatory:   ∆𝒌𝒌𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆𝒆
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SCALE-6.0m 0.945
COMMARA-2 ~0.5

JENDL-4.0 0.553

 239Pu: (n,γ) both in resonance and fast 
energy region, (n,f) fast, χ and �̅�𝜐 fast

 238U: (n,n’) fast, (n,γ) resonance and fast, (n,n) 
resonance and fast

 56Fe: (n,γ) resonance and fast
 235U: �̅�𝜐 , (n,f), (n,γ) resonance and fast

 209Bi (n,γ) and (n,n’) resonance and fast
 208Pb (n,n) and (n,n’) resonance and fast
 241Pu (n,f) resonance and fast
 242Pu (n,f) fast
 240Pu: �̅�𝜐 fast
 238Pu: (n,f) both resonance and fast
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Nuclear data for safety



Nuclear data for advanced reactors

SRIA 2013
• Sustainable Nuclear Energy Technology Platform
• Innovation in nuclear energy
• ESNII European Sustainable Nuclear Infrastructure 

Initiative
ASTRID MYRRHA
ALFRED               ALLEGRO



Nuclear data and nuclear power, today



Accurate non-destructive analysis

• Safeguards control of spent/accident fuel storage
• Use of neutron time-of-flight capture and transmission 

methods with accurate resonance parameters
• Method development JRC-JAEA
• Possible extensions under investigation



CBRNe
Chemical, biological, radionuclide, nuclear and explosive defence

• Considerable political interest
• Emergency preparedness
• Forensics
• Radioactivity
• Fission products (nuclear data)
• Induced activity (nuclear data)
• Dirty bombs Excellent example how good modeling may

predict a cross section before the measurement
TALYS - BRC, ENDF/B-VII - LANL
C. Sage et al. Phys. Rev. C 81 (2010) 064604

T. Gorbinet et al. Nuclear Data Week, 
November 2013, OECD-NEA, Paris



Available nuclear data libraries

• OECD-Nuclear Energy Agency http://www.oecd-nea.org/dbdata/jeff/ Databank

Joint evaluated fission and fusion nuclear data library (JEFF-3.3, Nov. 2017)

Nuclear Science/WPEC: CIELO - H, O, Fe, 235U, 238U, 239Pu

• US CSEWG – www.nndc.bnl.gov ENDF/B-VIII.0 (Jan. 2018)

• JAEA Nuclear Data Center wwwndc.jaea.go.jp/jendl, JENDL-4.0, 4.0+

• IAEA www-nds.iaea.org: Special purpose libraries (inden, standards, ripl, irdff, 
fendl, ibandl…; physics modeling, dosimetry, fusion, ion-beam analysis …)

• TENDL TENDL-2017 (tendl2019 in the making)
• CENDL: China, CENDL-3.2
• Russia: BROND and ROSFOND

http://www.oecd-nea.org/dbdata/jeff/
https://www.nndc.bnl.gov/endf/b8.0/
http://www-nds.iaea.org/


Website: NEA

http://www.oecd-nea.org/dbdata/
High Priority Request List
for nuclear data

http://www.oecd-nea.org/dbdata/


Website: NEA

Databank Working party on evaluation cooperation



Website: IAEA

EXFOR: experimental data
LiveChart: Nuclide decay data 
browser
ENSDF: primary nuclear 
structure database (NUDAT-2)
RIPL: reaction model parameters
FENDL: fusion neutronics
PGAA, NAA: activation analysis
IBANDL: ion beam analysis
Medical Portal
IRDFF: Dosimetry

Many more.

https://www-nds.iaea.org/


Website: NNDC

Some overlap with IAEA
AMDC/Q-value calculator
CapGam
Atlas of Neutron Resonances
Nuclear wallet cards
Nuclear Data Sheets

Nuclear structure (ENSDF)
Nuclear data (special issues)

http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/nuclear-data-sheets%20/


EU Access to Research Infrastructure
Slides ARIEL kick-off meeting

Arnd Junghans (HZDR)
coordinator



EU Access to Research Infrastructure
Slides ARIEL kick-off meeting





Open access to JRC facilities
(Geel, Karlsruhe, Petten – example shown is only Geel)

Website:  https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/research-facility/open-access  

 EUFRAT-GELINA

 EUFRAT-MONNET

 EUFRAT-RADMET

 EUFRAT-HADES

Free of charge

Same User Selection Committee

Same timing

Eligibility criteria

• The Lead User Institution and User Institutions must be from an EU Member State, candidate country or country 
associated to the Euratom Research Programme.

• The Lead User Institution must be from a university, research or public institution, or from a Small-Medium-
Enterprise.  



Measurements and experiments

• Reaction data
• Scattering
• Fission
• Transmission
• Capture

• Structure and decay data
• Half life
• Emission probabilities

• Uncertainty in measurements
• Measurement model
• Guide to the expression of uncertainty



MONNET GELINA

G.2 is a major European provider of nuclear data 
and standards for nuclear energy applications

For and with

Member States,

OECD-NEA
IAEA

International 
partners



Neutron induced interaction cross sections

For most of the applications, i.e. nuclear energy,  
theoretical cross sections are required 

 Doppler broadening

 Account for self-shielding in resonance region

 Ensures full consistency

 Consistency between energy regions

 Inter- and extrapolation in regions where no 
experimental data are available
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Neutron induced interaction cross sections

• Cross sections cannot be predicted by 
nuclear theory from first principles

• Cross sections can be parametrized by 
nuclear reaction theory (formalisms)

• Model parameters are adjusted to 
experimental data

⇒ Experimental data are required
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Main principles of measurement (GELINA example)

totneT σ−≅

Reaction cross sectionTotal cross section

tot

n )e1(Y tot

σ

σ
−≈ γσ−

γ

T = transmission
Fraction of the neutron beam traversing 
the sample without any interaction
Need for normalization sample in/out

Yr = reaction yield
Fraction of the neutron beam creating a 
(n,γ) reaction in the sample
Need for normalization (fluence)



GELINA - Cross section measurements

totneT σ−≅

Reaction cross sectionTotal cross section

tot

n )e1(Y tot

σ

σ
−≈ γσ−

γ

Well-characterised samples
n: areal density (total number of atoms per unit area) is well-known

accurate cross-sections can be determined
⇓



Data taken in Geel, aim at better evaluated files
Other facilities contribute, similarly.

• Cross section for neutron induced reactions
• Fission fragment characteristics
• Neutron emission probabilities
• γ - ray emission probabilities 
• Decay data
• Detector development
• Target production

• Resonance shape analysis (RRR)
• Hauser-Feshbach formalism (URR)
• Fission process
• Level statistics

{
{

Experimental 
data

Theory/models



GELINA and MONNET accelerator laboratories

Nuclear science applications

• Nuclear data research
• Non-destructive analysis
• Neutron and photon 

transport
• Detector characterisation
• Dosimetry
• Material science
• Medical applications
• Basic physics (fission, 

astrophysics, …)

• Cross-cutting disciplines



7Li(p,n)7Be  En: 0 - 5.3 MeV

T(p,n)3He En: 0 - 6.2 MeV 

D(d,n)3He En: 1.8 - 10.1 MeV 

T(d,n)4He En: 12.1 - 24.1 MeV

Quasi mono-energetic neutrons produced
by charged-particle induced nuclear reactions

e.g. T(d,n)4He d

n

α

d

n

α

Mono-energetic neutron beams by (chp,n) reactions



GELINA - Electron Linear Accelerator

Accelerator Sections

Compression Magnet Target

Normal Operating Parameters

Average Current : 100 µA
Maximum Electron Energy : 150 MeV
Mean Power : 10 kW

Frequency : up to 800 Hz
Pulse Width : 1-2 ns
Neutron Flux : 2  x 1013 1/s



GELINA - Neutron Production

NEUTRON
MODERATOR

ELECTRON
BEAMLINE EXIT

NEUTRON
TARGET

NEUTRON
FLIGHT PATHS • e- accelerated to Ee-,max ≈ 140 MeV

• Bremsstrahlung in U-target
(rotating & cooled with liquid Hg)

• ( γ , n) ,   ( γ , f ) in U-target

• Low energy neutrons by moderation
(water moderator in Be-canning)
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GELINA - Experimental set-ups

• Transmission

− 10 m, 30m, 50 m

• Capture
− 10 m, 30 m, 60 m

• Elastic scattering
− 30 m

• In-elastic scattering
− 30 m, 100 m

• Fission, (n,p), (n,α), 
− 10 m



Accurate non-destructive analysis

• Safeguards control of spent/accident fuel storage
• Use of neutron time-of-flight capture and transmission 

methods with accurate resonance parameters
• Method development JRC-JAEA
• Possible extensions under investigation



O(n,tot) – HZDR

• Transmission station HZDR – nELBE
• JEFF-3.2, response folded (green); data (red)



GELINA - Capture

• Capture – (n,gamma)
− 10 m, 30 m, 60 m



Fission fragment properties and prompt fission 
neutrons

• Fission fragments by twin position sensitive IC (2PIC)
− Fragment energy
− Fragment masses - 2E-technique
− Fission axis orientation

• Prompt fission neutrons
− 22 x Scintillators
− Energy : time-of-flight

Position sensitive electrode



Neutron multiplicity
versus fragment mass and total kinetic energy

235U(n,f)235U(n,f)

Available data on neutron multiplicity ν(A,TKE) show (strong) discrepancies



Experiment: 252Cf(sf)

The effect of neutron recoil on experimental data
momentum transfer change in fragment energy

No coincidence requirement   (or 4π neutron detector)
 2nd term averages out

Fragment neutron coincidence
 biased selection

𝐸𝐸𝑓𝑓 ≈ 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖
𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓

𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖
− 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐.𝑚𝑚. cos 𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐.𝑚𝑚.

cos 𝜃𝜃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 0

cos 𝜃𝜃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ≠ 0



Experiment: 252Cf(sf)

• υ(A,TKE) compares well literature
• Specifically υ(TKE) with scintillation tank measurement (Dushin et al.)

• Discrepant data of Bowmann, (Zeynalov) due to recoil correction



ELISA
ELastic and Inelastic Scattering Array

 32 liquid organic scintillators
• 16 EJ301 (NE213)
• 16 EJ315 (C6D6)

 n/g discrimination via pulse shape discrimination
 Time resolution ~1 ns
 Neutron flux monitoring with a 235U fission chamber



Example of a scattering measurement with ELISA
n+56Fe (thesis E. Pirovano, PRC99(2019)024601)



Example of a scattering measurement with ELISA
n+56Fe (thesis E. Pirovano, PRC99(2019)024601)



Example of a scattering measurement with ELISA
n+56Fe (thesis E. Pirovano, PRC99(2019)024601)



Example of a scattering measurement with ELISA
n+56Fe (thesis E. Pirovano, PRC99(2019)024601)



Example of a scattering measurement at nELBE (HZDR)
Thesis Elisa Pirovano, PRC95(2017)024601
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n-d scattering by recoil spectra in a 
proportional counter

Elisa Pirovano – R079
 measurement at the PTB VdG; Elisa Pirovano et al.
 quasi-monoenergetic neutrons via 7Li(p,n) or 3H(p,n)
 energy range 400 keV – 2.5 MeV
 different gas mixtures/pressures to limit the escape of recoil deuterons

D2/CD4
C3D8 600 hPa
C3D8 1000 hPa

neutron energy: 400 – 625 keV
625 keV – 1.25 MeV
1.25 – 2.5 MeV

400 – 875 keV

875 – 2500 keV



GAINS
Gamma Array for Inelastic Neutron Scattering

 12 HPGe detectors 

 Neutron flux monitoring with a 235U 

fission chamber

 7Li, 12C, 16O, 23Na, 24Mg, 28Si, natTi, 
natMo, 52Cr, 54Fe, 56Fe, 57Fe, 58Ni, 60Ni, 
76Ge, natZr, 206,207,208Pb, 209Bi, 54Fe 



Inelastic scattering with GAINS & Grapheme
Collaboration with CNRS-IPHC, HZDR, IFIN-HH, PTB

54Fe: 2+ to g.s. decay - Adina Olacel 16O: 3- to g.s. decay – Marian Boromiza



GRAPhEME
(GeRmanium array for Actinides PrEcise MEasurements)

 Inelastic scattering set-up

 5 planar HPGe detectors, one 

segmented (36 pixels)

 Neutron flux monitoring with a 235U 

fission chamber



Inelastic scattering with GAINS & Grapheme
Collaboration with CNRS-IPHC, HZDR, IFIN-HH, PTB

M. Kerveno et al., European Physical Journal A 51 (2015)  167



Uncertainties of measurements

Methodology

“Evaluation of measurement data - Guide to the 
expression of uncertainty in measurement”

Joint Committee for Guides in Metrology, JCGM 
100:2008, www.bipm.org (2008)

Developed by experts for measurements relied upon in application (SI 
system)

General
Systematic
Standardized



Uncertainties

Error

Every measurement is in error
All measurements are imperfect

imperfect realization of quantity
random variations
inadequate corrections
incomplete knowledge
number of nuclei
detection efficiency
fluence measurement
multiple scattering
standard cross section
calibration sources
statistics

• Error is unknowable
• Sources of error may be recognized and should be corrected 

for:

Measurement result  =   corrected result

• Systematic error
Mean error that would result from infinitely many 
measurements under repeatability conditions

• Correction (factor)
Value added (multiplied) to compensate for systematic 

error
• Random error

Error minus systematic error



Procedure

1. Set up mathematical relation measured 
quantity (Y) and input quantities (X)

2. Estimate the inputs (x)
3. Estimate the standard uncertainties for 

the inputs: u(x)
4. Estimate covariances of input 

uncertainties: u(xi,xj)
5. Find the measured quantity (y) from the 

inputs
6. Estimate the combined standard 

uncertainties and covariances uc(yk) and 
uc(yk,yl)

7. Report result with standard uncertainties 
and covariances and uncertainty budget.



Activation data evaluation

σAl Reference cross section
S Counts for gamma
I gamma-ray intensity
ε absolute detection efficiency
fΣ cooling time factor
fr irradiation time factor
n number of nuclides
Φ0 mean neutron flux
Ck correction factors for

* low energy neutrons
* intensity fluctuations



Activation data reporting

% uncertainties for components in the activation formula
σAl uncertainty correlations taken from the evaluation 
εAl/εAm uncertainty fully correlated w. neutron energy



Activation reporting



Uncertainties in measurement

Summary

There is an excellent guide on what to do

Its use should be promoted

Reporting should be as complete as possible

Correlations make this a challenge in data 
storage for large data sets, but there are solutions 
(AGS)

• Cautions

• A small uncertainty does not guarantee a 
small error: incomplete knowledge 
incomplete corrections

• Do not over- or underestimate uncertainties! 
Use all your current knowledge as best as 
possible.

1. overestimation leads to needless caution of users, 
attempts to remeasure, disregard for your hard 
work, difficulty identifying incomplete knowledge

2. underestimation leads to misplaced trust, undue 
weight of the result in evaluations, biased 
predictions



When the model doesn’t cover reality: examples in 
radionuclide metrology

Stefaan Pomme, Metrologia 53 (2016) S55-S64



Examples in radionuclide metrology; 55Fe half life
Biases in values and uncertainties

Stefaan Pomme, Applied Radiation and Isotopes 148 (2019) 27



“It doesn't matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn't matter how smart you are. 
If it doesn't agree with experiment, it's wrong”

“We have learned a lot from experience about how to handle some of the ways we 
fool ourselves. One example: 

Millikan measured the charge of the electron by an experiment with falling oil drops 
and got an answer which we know not to be quite right.

It’s interesting to look at the history of measurements of the charge of the electron, 
after Millikan. If you plot them as a function of time, you find that one is a little 
bigger than Millikan’s, and the next one’s a little bit bigger... until finally they settle 
down to a number which is higher.”

“... when you have a wide range of people who contribute without looking carefully 
at it, you don’t improve your knowledge of the situation by averaging.”

Theory, experiments, evaluation

R.P. Feynman
1918-1988



Modeling and evaluation

• Nuclear reaction modeling
• Hauser-Feshbach-Moldauer
• R-matrix

• Resonance shape analysis
• Physical R-matrix for light nuclei

• An actual evaluation: JEFF-3.3



Hauser Feshbach modeling (TALYS, EMPIRE, …)
Source: Talys manual



Hauser Feshbach modeling (TALYS, EMPIRE, …)
Source: Talys manual



Hauser Feshbach modeling (TALYS, EMPIRE, …)
Source: Talys manual & lecture notes Brett Carlson, ICTP 2014.



Hauser Feshbach modeling (TALYS, EMPIRE, …)
Source: lecture notes Brett Carlson, ICTP 2014.

The optical model potential is an energy-averaged 
interaction
We know about fluctuations known as resonances.
An optical model works well if there are many 
resonances in the energy-interval.
This implies residual fluctuations that don’t average 
out: width fluctuations (Moldauer)



Hauser Feshbach modeling (TALYS, EMPIRE, …)

• Requires many model choices and parameters.
• TALYS and EMPIRE have preferred model choices and parameter sets and allow a 

range of choices.
• IAEA has the Reference Input Parameter Library (RIPL) to which you can turn if 

improvements or other options should be looked for.



Evaluation of n+238U in the resonance region; 
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⇒ RRR: R-matrix (RM)
⇒ URR: GLSQ to experimental data (GMA) - The standards method
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• Only based on energy dependent and spectrum averaged microscopic cross section data

• Without any additional normalization or background correction on experimental data
• Without any adjustment to integral benchmark data

• General purpose evaluated data file that is fully consistent with integral data



R-matrix

Theory initially developed by Wigner and Eisenbud
Review paper by Lane and Thomas (RMP 1958).
Allows an exact parametrization of binary reactions with constant real 
parameters.
Employed in various approximations to parametrize/model resonances in 
reactions.
Codes: REFIT, SAMMY, CONRAD, EDA (standards), …
Recently used extensively for light nuclei and charged particle reactions in 
astrophysics (AZUR, physical R-matrix – ULB, …).
Evaluations distinguish 1) Resolved Resonance Region, 2) Unresolved 
Resonance Region, 3) Fast region.



Success stories in our field
Standards
Carlson et al. NDS110(2009)3324

R-matrix
Phase-shift analysis – Wigner style

GLSQ of 
tables to 
many data 
sets

GLSQ of R-matrix model to many 
data sets

235U(n,f)
238U(n,f)
239Pu(n,f)

197Au(n,g)

238U(n,g)

6Li(n,t)  10B(n,α0)



• Hybrid R-matrix fit in energy range 1 keV – 14 MeV  
using TUW code system GECCCOS

• Statistical model fit using TALYS with optimized 
optical potentials (1 keV – 200 MeV) 

• Unified Bayesian evaluation accounting for model 
defects (in resonance and statistical energy range) 
providing co-variance matrices 

⇒ Production of full ENDF prototype data file for use in 
benchmark analyses

Evaluation of n + 16O cross-section data using 
Hybrid R-Matrix approach

Total cross-section  n + 16O

U. Fischer | ISFNT-13| Kyoto, Japan | September 26, 2017| Page 90

⇒ H. Leeb, R046

with model defects



Present status of nuclear physics and engineering in 
our field 

Example KD potential Courtesy Oscar Cabellos

The best we can do presently is deal with discrepancies or
Study cases carefully: experiment and well-known GLSQ / R-matrix

Fully statistical approaches work when there are no discrepancies.
With discrepancies we are certain to find a case where we are wrong!

Murphy



An example of a critical assembly

JEZEBEL
Criticality benchmark
k=1 (about)
One nuclide

Modeled as a Pu sphere

One of the Mosteller suite of
123 cases used for ND library
development.

Much wider suite: ICSBEP
www.oecd-nea.org/science/wpncs/icsbep/



K-eff is a (delicate) balance

B. Morillon, slide courtesy P. Romain (CEA),
INDC(NDS)-0597, A. Plompen, T. Kawano, R. Capote Eds. (2011).



“It doesn't matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn't matter how smart you are. 
If it doesn't agree with experiment, it's wrong”

“We have learned a lot from experience about how to handle some of the ways we 
fool ourselves. One example: 

Millikan measured the charge of the electron by an experiment with falling oil drops 
and got an answer which we know not to be quite right.

It’s interesting to look at the history of measurements of the charge of the electron, 
after Millikan. If you plot them as a function of time, you find that one is a little 
bigger than Millikan’s, and the next one’s a little bit bigger... until finally they settle 
down to a number which is higher.”

“... when you have a wide range of people who contribute without looking carefully 
at it, you don’t improve your knowledge of the situation by averaging.”

Theory, experiments, evaluation

R.P. Feynman
1918-1988



The JEFF collaboration

• NEA Databank member countries
• Large fraction of contributors is from Europe
• 2 meetings per year
• 40-100 participants
• Voluntary contributions: resources of contributors
• Maintain close links with data projects in Europe
• Joint meetings.



JEFF – 3.3, 20 November 2017

• New major actinides (CEA Cadarache & Bruyeres-le-Chatel, IRSN)
• FY beta file UKFY3.7 (NNL)
• Radioactive Decay Data File (CEA Saclay)
• New covariances
• Increased reliance on TENDL for completeness and decay heat (D. Rochman, M. Fleming)
• New Cu files (Pereslavtsev, Leal) solved important issue with JEFF-3.2
• Improved gamma-emission data (C. Jouanne, R. Perry, G. Noguere, O. Serot, …)
• Restoration of 8 group structure for delayed neutrons (P. Leconte)
• New thermal scattering data (Cantargi, Granada, Marquez Damian, Noguere)
• Removal of legacy files, update of adopted files to latest release
• Many issues resolved (many contributors)



JEFF-3.3 U-235



JEFF-3.3 Pu-239



U-235, Pu-239 nu-bar and pfns

U-235



Structural materials, coolants

Na-23

Ni-59

209Bi b.r.



Cyrille De Saint Jean

239Pu

(n,f)

(n,g)

(n,f) x

(n,g)

(n,g)

(n,inl)

(n,g) x

(n,inl)

238U 23Na

(n,inl)

Further covariances for Hf

Many from TENDL (D. Rochman)



Robert Mills, NNL, UKFY-3.7 = JEFF-3.3 FY
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Neutron 
spectra Fissioning nuclide UKFY3.6 New data UKFY3.7

Thermal Th229 337 72 409
Thermal U233 757 188 945
Thermal U235 2390 151 2541
Thermal Np238 115 63 178
Thermal Pu239 861 225 1086
Thermal Pu241 334 63 397
Thermal Cm245 161 219 380
Thermal Cf249 305 239 544

Fast U235 724 5 729
Fast Pu239 390 5 395
Fast Pu241 111 5 116



JEFF Meeting, 30 November 2016 | Mark A. Kellett & Olivier Bersillon

• FROM JEFF-3.1.1 TO JEFF-3.3

New JEFF-3.3 DD file, Mark Kellett, CEA Saclay

JEFF-3.3 (released October 2016):

Complete re-assessment and update to all 900 evaluations coming from ENSDF
Assessment of IAEA actinide decay data (85 nuclei)
Assessment of IRDFF decay data library (~80 nuclei)
Inclusion of updated UKPADD-6.12 library (~50 additional nuclei)
Assessment of new DDEP evaluations (~30 additional nuclei)
Inclusion of initial TAGS results from University of Valencia (2010)
Inclusion of first TAGS results from University of Nantes (2015)
Inclusion of further TAGS results from University of Valencia (2016)
Corrections based on limited feedback to JEFF-3.1.1



JEFF-3.3 Gamma yields

• Prompt fission (Serot)
• Capture (Perry, Noguere, Serot)
• Inelastic (Jouanne)

PFGS



Thermal scattering

• 20 files, 14 new, first covariances for H in H2O.
• Cantargi, Granada, Marquez Damian

• D in D2O, Ortho D2, Para D2
• H in ice, mesitylene, Ortho H2, Para H2, toluene
• O-16 in D2O, Al2O3
• Al in Al2O3
• Si in Si

• Mg in Mg (Mounier)
• H in CaH2, Ca in CaH2 (Serot)
• Keinert, Mattes

• H in H2O, CH2, ZrH (Keinert, Mattes)
• Be in Be (Keinert, Mattes)
• C in graphite (Keinert, Mattes)



Delayed neutrons – 8 groups structure



Benchmarking

JEFF-3.3 is considerably better than 
JEFF-3.2 and JEFF-3.1.1&2
JEFF-3.3 is comparable to ENDF/B-VIII.1
Distributions over benchmarks are 
strongly affected by outliers
Leads to a non-Gaussian distribution!

NEA-Mosteller NRG - Van der Marck IRSN - Leclaire

Trkov - Fleming



Outlier analysis

• NEA+IRSN suite implied materials other than 
actinides (2-3s and >3s)

• The remainder of outliers (16 out of 45) are 
actinide+water+oxygen only.

• IAEA suite: 1/3 of cases is an outlier > 2s. 
Many due to small benchmark unc.

• PE, Be/BeO, F, Al, concrete, S, steel, Cu, Er, 
W, Pb, Th

• (D2O, C, Hf, Np) … (Gd, Cr).

• Most important remain the major actinides



Additional critical experiments

VENUS-F



Application to PWR – UPM – SEANAP
Boron concentration and axial offset

• JEFF-3.3 does very well when applied to an actual PWR  code system



Delayed neutron testing

• Beta-eff versus 20 cases in literature and VENUS-F
• JEFF-3.3 comes out well (JEFF-3.1.1 somewhat better)



Shielding benchmarks - SINBAD

112

FNS Oxygen
ASPIS IRON-88

TIARA

Cf-252 leakage spectra 
Fe and U - IPPE



Decay Heat, Pu-239 & Inconel-600 examples



The future of JEFF: JEFF-4

• We want JEFF-4 to be a major change
• Wide range of applications
• Make nuclear science knowledge and knowhow as available as possible
• Systematic inclusion of uncertainties and their correlations
• Improve the quality assurance of evaluations
• Increase the range of validation
• Improve interaction with users
• Foster the developer and scientific community



“It doesn't matter how beautiful your theory is, it doesn't matter how smart you are. 
If it doesn't agree with experiment, it's wrong”

“We have learned a lot from experience about how to handle some of the ways we 
fool ourselves. One example: 

Millikan measured the charge of the electron by an experiment with falling oil drops 
and got an answer which we know not to be quite right.

It’s interesting to look at the history of measurements of the charge of the electron, 
after Millikan. If you plot them as a function of time, you find that one is a little 
bigger than Millikan’s, and the next one’s a little bit bigger... until finally they settle 
down to a number which is higher.”

“... when you have a wide range of people who contribute without looking carefully 
at it, you don’t improve your knowledge of the situation by averaging.”

Theory, experiments, evaluation

R.P. Feynman
1918-1988





Resonance range evaluations

• CEA Cadarache
• 237Np,
• 240,242Pu,
• 241,243Am,
• 103Rh,
• 99Tc,
• 234U,
• 235,238U,
• 239Pu

JRC & partners



Fission yields

• Support for new evaluation was very fragile
• Considerable new experimental and modeling efforts
• Database needs to be secured
• Evaluation process needs to be secured
• Alignment with radioactive decay data evaluation
• Completeness is possible using FIFRELIN & GEF
• Resolution needed between accuracy from experiment and complete modeling 

(similar to reaction evaluations)



Thermal scattering

• Important new modeling developments.
• New experimental data.
• Only partly on board in JEFF-3.3.
• We should fully adopt the new modeling as it is supported 
by old and new data, better than JEFF-3.3.

• Use covariance information.



Medical isotopes GELINA, MONNET, RADMET?

• Potential for decay data, cross section and yield studies.
• Physics of targets and separation (irNano, exploratory, if funded).
• Relevant for major developments centered on accelerator production of medical 

radionuclides. Distributed production.
• Diagnostics (SPECT, PET): established & prospective isotopes.
• Therapy: alpha, beta, auger-electron emitters.
• Good potential for cross-site collaboration as well as inter-institutional with MS, 

international partners. Networking is critical for meaningful results.
• Excellent example is TAT by Alfred Morgenstern and collaborators. Highly 

regarded also by those (CERN, ILL, PSI, …) that are after alternatives by 
theranostics (149Tb – TAT+PET, 152Tb - PET, 155Tb - SPECT).

• All very well, but 1 AD, 2 CAs for a meaningful activity, even if Open Access etc.



Illustrations

• Accelerator production routes for Mo-99: neutrons
• Y. Nagai
• Two accelerators for Japan



Illustrations

• Accelerator production routes for Mo-99: electrons & photons
• LightHouse, Northstar, Canadian Light Source Inc.



European nuclear data initiatives

• SANDA Supplying accurate nuclear data for energy and non-energy 
applications, 35 participating organizations, 4 years from 1 Sep. 
2019.



European nuclear data initiatives
ARIEL – www.ariel-h2020.eu

• ARIEL, 23 participating organizations, 4 years from 1 Sep. 2019.
• 27 research infrastructures, 22 accelerators, 5 research reactors
• Open access: one PAC evaluates proposals for all facilities
• Support to the proposers and the facilities.



European nuclear data initiatives, training opportunities
ARIEL – www.ariel-h2020.eu
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